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Pictured above left and right: Palm Lake Care Bethania celebrated
not one but two 100th birthdays recently. We thoroughly enjoyed
celebrating with April (left) and Betty (right, before social distancing
regulations came into effect) and connecting them with their loved
ones. What an incredible milestone for both women!

Pictured left, above: Joyce enjoying some colour therapy, while Don
and Len play a game of cards. While we are missing our regular large
group events, we have been getting creative with our games and
activities - turn the page to read more from our Lifestyle Team.

CELEBRATING OUR CENTENARIANS
We had the privilege of having two residents celebrate their 100-year birthdays recently! It is
such a milestone. Given that families cannot be together at this time, the team at Bethania were
happy to step in and connect our birthday girls with their loved ones. I would like to take this
opportunity to say thank you to each of our residents, family members and staff for their support
and encouragement over the past month. I have received a number of emails and cards from
our residents’ families thanking our team for all we are doing and the support we are offering.
We certainly believe it is a privilege to care for each of the residents with us. If I can assist with
anything, please let me know. My door is always open.
Vanessa Gawith, Service Manager

Pictured above left, right: In these uncertain times, staff have been offering
spiritual support in the form of prayer card boxes and pocket prayer quilts.
These small sentiments are providing an enormous amount of comfort to
residents.

Pictured left,
below: We have
been continuing
our exercise
sessions
in smaller
groups, to the
enjoyment of
our residents
- both Roy and
Dorothy loved
the pool noodle
exercises.

APPRECIATING THE SMALL THINGS
I have to say, the past couple of months have been
very interesting ones. We have all been through
changes that none of us thought could or would be
possible in our lifetimes. During this time we have all
had to make adaptions to what was our normal way
of living. While it has been hard at times, I have been
grateful for the opportunities we have had to think
outside the box, and to test my creativity. During the
past weeks we have been challenging ourselves to
find new ways to keep connected with each other,
communicate, and continue the activities we enjoy.
For our residents who may be feeling unwell, the
Lifestyle team has been providing emotional support
through phone calls, handmade gifts delivered with
meals and a daily newsletter full of jokes and puzzles
to keep our brains sharp. Our Lifestyle program is
adapting with different activities on offer in small
groups across the community. We have found ways
to make social distancing fun with our decorated
measuring sticks so we are safely apart. Additionally,
we have increased our room visits and are there to
offer conversation and support. If a resident can’t
come to us, we now have a mobile activity trolley
and we will bring the activity to them! We have even
invented new way of playing Bingo - we call it RINGO!
Residents now play from their small groups or rooms
and are given numbers every day at lunch to mark off
their cards in the afternoon.
During this time of change, we are here to assist
with your spiritual and religious support – we have
been making pocket prayer quilts, prayer card boxes
and offering assistance with quiet prayer time and
relaxation in the cinema from next week.
Amber Blake, Lifestyle Team Coordinator
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